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The big idea in 2019
 

Restoring your youth Restoring your youth 
 

Did you know that Jack Nicklaus played with counter-balanced golf clubs in his prime? He wanted to use every

benefit technology could offer him.

 

Counter-balanced golf cubs help you swing the clubhead faster through

the impact zone to generate faster ball speed and more distance. The big

deal for most of us with counter-balanced golf cubs is that you swing

faster with no more effort.

  

Ongoing improvements in materials and manufacturing

processes are also allowing some of the premium

brands to design and produce lighter clubs. 

Even some of the monsters on Tour have tuned into the

opportunity this creates for extra speed.
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“Lighter clubs mean that, despite advancing years, you can swing the

club faster, generating more ball speed than ever. There’s an added

benefit. The club is easier to control. You will notice more consistency.”

 

Your greatest game is ahead of youYour greatest game is ahead of you
 

 These improvements mean that your best golf is probably ahead of you. Quieten your skepticism and
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The Par 3 Advantage
 

Tee up the ballTee up the ball
 

It's an advantage to be able to tee up the ball, even if you’re using an iron. It’s the opportunity to create the

perfect lie, but this is what we see too often.

 

 

 This ball is teed up too high for an iron shot. This risks the ball hitting high on the face of an iron. There’s a real loss

of distance above the sweet spot on an iron. 

Below is a perfect example. The ball appears to be resting on the top of the blades of grass. Don’t try and play the

ball on the up. It’s an approach shot from a perfect lie.
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Find time to practice and make sure you’re playing the shot with the correct technique. Build your confidence.

 

Make Par 3 improvement a priorityMake Par 3 improvement a priority

 

Good technique and some practice breeds confidence. Good technique, practice, and confidence lower your

scores. It also thrills you with better approach shots. We can help. 
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